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Company Backgrounder
Charli AI - the insight engine that supercharges how humans work.

Charli AI (Charli) is a leading Intelligent Content Platform provider that supercharges
information-driven workflows in every part of an organization to take tasks from weeks to
hours. Founded in 2018 by Kevin Collins, Canadian tech entrepreneur and former Founder and
CEO of Bit Stew Systems, Charli AI uses its proprietary networked and composable AI
architecture to provide businesses with a competitive edge in today’s digital world. By reducing
content chaos and manual e�ort, workforces can unleash their potential, and do what they do
best – make decisions, be creative, and more.
It is this belief in the value of the human interface with AI that di�erentiates Charli AI in the
market and is also how it got its name. During his corporate career, Kevin and his team relied
on a Chief of Sta� or Executive Assistant to make all the parts of their hectic lives function
well. These positions became indispensable to the team. As the technology evolved and
perceptions changed, the need for a person to play this role was questioned and most were
re-positioned or let go. Eventually, all the busy work ended back on the desk of the executive
and team members. It was clear: the tech could only do so much, and humans were an
essential part of the equation. Kevin created a company that would solve this by enabling
technology to be the new Chief of Sta� and Charli was the perfect name.
Backed by a team of leading Ph.D. scientists, data science engineers, and content management
experts, Charli’s innovative and transformative AI synthesizes information, automates admin
tasks, and then learns, adapts and integrates seamlessly. Its human language capabilities
interpret and produce salient content, then create final reports, that with a quick review by a
human eye, are client-ready. Charli empowers businesses to accelerate growth, dramatically
reduce costs, streamline operations, unlock knowledge, improve collaboration, and enable
employees and teams to focus on high-value activities that have real and recognizable impacts
on the business.
Charli’s scientists excel in designing new and advanced AI models, as well as refining and
training for natural language understanding and generation, information extraction, content
summaries and highlights, topic analysis and keyword extraction. Their team is pushing the
boundaries of innovation in the AI-driven intelligent content management space.
Charli’s current o�erings include Charli AI Research, Charli AI Meetings, Charli AI Automation
and Charli AI Bookmarks. All integrate with over 600 applications giving it broad appeal
across industry sectors such as financial services, human resources, commercial real estate,
and sales & marketing.
Charli is positioned to partner with like-minded tech innovators and has recently joined Webex,
a global leader in leveraging technology to empower growth hybrid work, in their Webex
partner program, and is available via Webex App Hub.

Charli AI’s HQ is in Vancouver, British Columbia.
For more information, please contact: media@charli.ai or visit: https://charli.ai/
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Kevin Collins Bio
Founder & CEO, Charli AI

Kevin Collins is the Founder and CEO of Charli AI, a leading Intelligent Content Services
Platform provider that is driving the transformation of human decision-making. Its suite of
products helps businesses accelerate growth, dramatically reduce costs, streamline operations
and enable employees to focus on high-value activities that have real and recognizable
impacts on the business.

Kevin has more than 30 years of experience and extensive knowledge in artificial intelligence
and machine learning, both as an entrepreneur and a corporate executive. At Charli AI, he
oversees a team of expert scientists that are pushing the boundaries of innovation in the
AI-driven intelligent content management space.

Before founding Charli AI, Kevin was CEO and Co-Founder at Bit Stew Systems, a data
intelligence platform, which was acquired by GE Digital for its AI and ML capabilities in 2016.
Prior to his time in Silicon Valley, Kevin worked in the high-tech networking and security field
and led technology firms specializing in cryptography, public key infrastructures and
high-performance and scalable networks. As a serial entrepreneur, Kevin is passionate about
sharing his expertise in building and growing successful startups.

For more information, please contact: media@charli.ai or visit: https://charli.ai/
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Q: What products does Charli AI o�er?
We have a suite of four product o�erings built using our industry-leading AI:

1. Charli AI Research, which intelligently analyzes information and surfaces common
themes from multiple sources—even structured data

2. Charli AI Meetings, which automatically generates summaries and action items from
live meetings to keep everyone in sync, even those who couldn’t attend

3. Charli AI Automation, which streamlines information-driven workflows to unlock new
e�ciencies throughout an organization.

4. Charli AI Bookmarks, which simplifies the process of tracking, organizing, and sharing
web links—and extracts keywords and insights from content.

Q: What's di�erent about Charli AI that the market hasn't seen before?
Charli AI uses its proprietary orchestration architecture for networked and composable AI
models to provide businesses with a competitive edge in today’s digital world. We are o�ering
an enterprise-grade, out-of-the-box intelligent insight engine that works across business units
and is not a “one and done” AI solution.
Our architecture has several unique features: including advanced models for NLP,
leading-edge generative AI, intuitive human-to-AI interface, continuous feedback loop and
learning mechanism, embedded active metadata management, and an unparalleled approach
to orchestration, pipeline management, and workflow. It is an end-to-end system of
intelligence.
In addition, Charli AI was founded on the belief that human interaction is needed to build trust
and interact with the AI as it learns and automates with the workforce.

Q: What are the most loved features of Charli AI?
Clients love how they can interact with Charli. Because of the generative AI in our products,
you can ask Charli to do more, find more and it will go away and come back with more. It can
search, understand, analyze and generate insights and put them into a designed report before
it goes to a human for final review. Charli also works with existing systems, it’s not a ‘rip and
replace’ product. We currently integrate with over 600 applications across industries.

Q: What industries do you work with?
We work across all industries but our focus is financial and legal services, commercial real
estate and human resources.
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Q: Why are you called Charli AI?
Our Founder & CEO, Kevin Collins, was a corporate executive at a time when a Chief of Sta�
or Executive Assistant played an indispensable role in keeping his and the team's work
functioning well. As technology evolved and perceptions changed, the need for a person to
play this role was questioned, and most were re-positioned. As the busy work went back to the
executive and team, it was clear: the tech was useful but humans were an essential part of the
equation. Kevin created a company that would enable technology to be the new Chief of Sta�
and Charli was the perfect name.

For more information, please contact: media@charli.ai or visit: https://charli.ai/
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